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First off, I would like to thank my parents , Logan and
Rosemary Miller. Mom and Dad , you have given me more
than most people give in a lifetime , and I am eternally
grateful for you. Special thanks also goes to Professor Levi
Frazier and actor Darius Wallace for mentoring me
artistically. Thank you, Cookie Ewing , for pushing me further
than I thought possible and being a faithful friend to me.
Last, but certainly not least , special thanks to journalist and
designer Sharcie Johnson for not only being the business/
marketing/managing mind behind The Journey of Truth,
but a true friend.

I know what some of you are thinking . "Well, the origin of
the show's title is a `no-brainer. The Journey of Truth is an
obvious reflection of the name `Sojourner Truth ,' the subject
of tonight's performance" If this thought has graced your
mind tonight , you are correct ... but there is more . Her name
originated from the path she committed to following at the
age of 46 years , a path that would take her on a journey
through life where she would be spoken to , guided by and
speaking of truth itself. Choosing this path not only lead her
to freedom from the American slave system , but freedom of
mind, spirit and faith. Ultimately, the journey made Truth an
American legacy.

If truth is your path , friend , then understand that The
Journey of Truth is not simply a reflection of Sojourner Truth;
it is a reflection of you . It was Sojourner's journey, and now
it is our journey. So, sit back , enjoy the show, and as for the
rest of your journey , enjoy the ride. Travel light!

Jazmin Miller
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